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Complex sentence examples worksheets

A complex statement has an independent expression and an dependent expression. An independent expression is a perfect sentence that can stand alone. An dependent expression is not a perfect sentence because it cannot be alone. An dependent expression resembles an independent expression or a full sentence, but it lacks one of the things that makes it a perfect sentence.
Dependent expressions begin by subjugation of conjunctations, such as; after that, although, like, because in the past, however, however, however, if, however, except when, anywhere, etc.. Complex sentence spreadsheets are free to download and easily accessible in PDF format. Use these complex sentence tables at school or at home. Complex Sentences worksheets Here is
a graphical preview for all complex sentence worksheets. Click on the image to display our PDF spreadsheet. A complex statement has one parent expression and one or more sub-expressions. Find and underline independent expressions in each sentence below. Combine all the sentences below to create a new sentence. Use the word in parentheses to combine sentences.
Change the simple sentences below to system-wide sentences. A child expression (dependent expression) does not indicate a complete thought and must be attached to the parent expression. Read all sentences below. Create a sentence that signals to the reader that the sentence in the sentence in parentheses is the most important. Create a solid sentence by combining all of
the following sentences into an interconnected, independent sentence. Use words like after, say, who, who, when, until, when, yes, or after. Underlines the sub-expressions in the sentence below. If necessary, add a comma. Type 5 original sentences. Include the adverbal expression indicated for each parentheses. Use the subordinate expressions below as taim to grow them into
full-fledged complex sentences. Write your sentences in a box. If it's a simple or combined sentence, rewrite it by adding or changing data to turn it into a sophisticated sentence. Use your imagination to turn the simple sentences below into perfect and complex by adding subjustive sentences. Select the correct check box to indicate the type of statement. Underlines the subexpressions in the sentence below. If necessary, add a comma. Identify each sentence as either compound or complex. Change the simple sentences below to perfect sentences. Invite students to write complex sentences on this worksheet. He takes a simple sentence and inserts a submission expression with an subjunction conjunction. Although it is in line with the common core
standards of third-class English conventions, other grades can use it as needed. Complex sentences are of two independent expression and dependent expression. Independent sentences resemble simple sentences. They can stand alone and. And. We didn't pass the test. Angela won the race. However, dependent expressions must be used in conjunction with an independent
clause. Here are some dependent expressions with standalken expressions. Note how they seem incomplete: Even though he's ready. When it's done. Independent expressions are combined with dependent expressions to make sense. We're going to the bank because we need money. As soon as we land, I'll call you. Note that dependent expressions may be the first. In this
case, we use a comma. Before he gets here, we're having lunch. Because he's late for work, he took a cab. Complex sentences are written using subjugation conjunctive conjuncts to combine the two sentences. Display opposition or unexpected results Use these three subjugation conjuncts to indicate that pro, con, or contrast phrases exist. Even though I felt he was wrong, I
decided to trust him. Sharon started looking for a new job, even though she was currently working. Even though I didn't understand a word you said, we had a great time! Show cause and effect If you want reasons, use these conjuncts that keep their meaning the same. Because since you need help, I'll come by this afternoon. Henry thought he had to take time off because he'd
worked so hard. Parents paid for extra lessons because the children were very talented. Expressing time There are several subjugations that indicate time. Note that a simple time format (current simple or previously simple) is usually used in dependent sentences that begin with the subjunation of time. When/as soon as/before/after/ when you get this letter, I've gone to New
York.I used to play a lot of tennis as a teenager. We had a wonderful dinner after he arrived. Indicate the circumstances Use these subjunciators to indicate that something depends on the status. If I were you, I'd take my time with that project. They won't be coming next week unless you ask them to. If he's not available, we'll find another consultant. Provide a suitable subjuder to
fill in the gaps in these sentences. I'm going to the bank and I need the money. I made lunch home.________, he goes for a walk in the park. ______ he'll be doing his homework soon, he's going to fail in class. She decided to trust Timiin_ was honest about man._______ we went to school, she decided to look into the situation. Jennifer decided to leave Tom and was too worried
about her job. Dennis bought a new tant car that he had received as a gift last week. Brandley claims he's going to ongelmia__ he's not going to finish the job. Janice has completed the report when you receive the letter. Answers because/when/from/after/when/as soon as /although// /because/asbefore/when/since/asalthough/although/although/case that use subjugation
conjunctrication (although, if, when, because, etc.) combines sentences into one complex sentence. Henry needs to learn English. I'll teach him. It was raining outside. We went for a walk. Jenny has to ask me. I'll buy it for him. Yvonne played golf very well. He was very young. Franklin wants a new job. He's getting ready for job interviews. I'm writing a letter and I'm leaving. You'll
find it tomorrow. Marvin thinks he's going to buy the house. He just wants to know what his wife thinks. Cindy and David had breakfast. They went to work. I'm enjoying the concert. The music was too loud. Alexander's been working 60 hours a week. There's an important show next week. Usually exercise in the gym early in the morning. I leave for work at 8 .m the car was very
expensive. Bob didn't have much money. He bought a car. Dean goes to the movies sometimes. He enjoys going out with his friend Doug. Doug comes once a month. I prefer to watch TV by streaming over the Internet. It allows me to see what I want when I want to. Sometimes it happens that we have a lot of rain. I put chairs on the garage patio when it rained. There are other
variations that are possible than in the answers. Ask your teacher for other ways to combine these with writing complex sentences. Since Henry has to learn English, I'll teach him. We went for a walk even though it was raining. If Jenny asks, I'll buy it for her. Yvonne played golf very well when he was young. Because Franklin wants a new job, he's getting ready for job interviews.
I'll write you a letter you'll find when I leave. If his wife doesn't like the house, Marvin's going to buy it. After Cindy and David had breakfast, they went to work. I really enjoyed the concert even though the music was too loud. Since Alexander has an important performance next week, he's been working 60 hours a week. I usually get back in gym before I go to work at 8:00. Even
though Bob didn't have much money, he bought a very expensive car. If Doug visits, they go to the movies. Because it allows me to watch what I want when I want, I prefer to watch TV by streaming over the Internet. If it rains a lot, I'll put the chairs on the garage patio. Garage.
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